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Abstract: Creation of catamaran seaworthiness system requires two stages: computer simulation 

of models and prototyping of software and hardware. To implement second stage we made test 

bench to perform catamaran roll simulation, computation and collecting experiment data. 

Possibility of making computations like on real onboard vessel deck is required. Thus test bench 

consists of a Stewart platform with microcontrollers and computer connected to them. First 

performs catamaran deck roll and second performs calculations. 3-DOF sensor mounted on 

movable plate of platform gives us roll and pitch measurements. Using transfer function 

approximation of Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum and Runge-Kutta 4-order method with constant 

step size we developed algorithms for sea-wave simulation, roll generation, data filtering and 

common calculations. We made a set of command-line software based on these algorithms. 

Utilizing all possibilities of test bench allows us to collect statistics and compare recorded data.  

Keywords: Stewart platform, catamaran roll, test bench, simulation, motion platform. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article is devoted to developing of algorithms for test bench. Test benches are complex 

devices which consist of several parts and designed to test any electronic devices or software 

in natural environment. In comparison with numerical simulation researcher has conditions 

when his theoretical models are not limited by math representation of real world.  

The industrial scope application of the test bench is the testing of electronic devices for 

catamarans. Simulation is a one of important steps in developing any electronic devices and 

systems. At first one performs a numerical simulation. The goal of this step is research of the 

system, synthesis of controls and algorithms. At second one performs a hardware testing on 

conditions close to real. The goal of this step is proof of theoretical results. Then engineers 

carry out onboard experiments. And final is exploitation. The test bench we discuss aims at 

the simulation of the catamaran roll and to test and to debug onboard measurement systems 

like on real environmental conditions and collect data to verify theoretical results. 

It is known that in vessel researching and simulation procedures researches use wave 

generation pool [6]. In this pool a small prototype of real vessel is swinging in the water. 

Special wave generator creates waves similar to a real sea. Researcher watches on vessel 

position, roll angles, etc. This method is very good to research vessel seaworthiness but has 

several restrictions: difficult to repeat conditions of experiment, require special laboratory with 

expensive equipment. In our case, we need to reproduce vessel roll as many times as possible 

in a limited time. Mathematical descriptions of the real sea disturbances and catamaran are 

considered sufficient. That is why we develop test bench instead of using the special pool. 

Usually the necessary algorithms for the bench include methods to prepare, to conduct 

experiments and to collect the results. Preparation of experiment includes a generation of 

theoretical path of events which must be registered. Conduction and collection include a 

control of all actions executed by test bench, registration and saving of a data. In our case there 
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are respectively: trajectory generation of catamaran roll, filtering the data, collecting data to 

files. 

The test bench consists of the Stewart platform with bottom fixed part and top mobile part 

which corresponds to vessel deck and PC-based operator workspace and microcontrollers. 

There are known several examples of Stewart platform [15] usage to simulate roll of 

vessels and sea-offshore construction under sea disturbances [13]. Some of them use two 

merged platforms to simulate sea-waves (bottom platform) and vessel deck (top platform) [9]. 

The same situation is in the other fields: automobile [1, 8, 14], aircraft and helicopters [16], 

where simulators are used to train machine operators or to test devices. To move mobile part 

of the platform most of them use linear actuators such as hydraulic, electro-mechanic or 

pneumatic. These actuators have many advantages, but very expensive. In contrast to them we 

use rotated step motors which less expensive. 

We have several conceptual requirements for test bench and operator workspace: 

1. Simple intuitive inputs and outputs. There are many situations when one requires 

interpreting results according to reality: real vessel has horizontal velocity, vessel hull is 

influenced by wind and sea waves which have an angle to vessel direction, wind velocity, etc. 

Therefore appropriate mathematical models of catamaran and external disturbances are 

required. 

2. Repeat experiment as many times as one needs. Ideal actions sequence is a loop: set 

input, run experiment, collect, show and explore data, export data to other applications. E.g. 

we developed several predictive algorithms [2, 3, 12] which must be tested on the real 

applications. Repeating of experiments allows us to verify the quality of the algorithms. 

3. Test bench must support mounting of any available microelectronic or other sensors. 

Due to these requirements the key development points are: 

1. Compute trajectory of catamaran roll on a microcontroller or a PC. So we use linear 

models when it possible. 

2. Reproduce catamaran roll trajectory by Stewart platform. 

3. Collect angle and velocity data from sensors mounted on mobile part of platform. Using 

these measurements estimate full state vector and produce special-task computations (e.g. 

stability, overpitch probability, seaworthiness, etc.). 

The paper is organized as follow. Test bench based on the Stewart platform is briefly 

described in Section 2, where block diagram of its construction is discussed. The mathematical 

models of simulated catamaran, sea-wave disturbances and state observation are presented in 

Section 3. Results of simulation and experimental study are given in Section 4. Concluding 

remarks and the future work intentions are presented in the last section. 

2. CONSTRUCTION 

This section will describe a bench construction and its function diagram. Test bench (Fig. 2.1) 

is designed for debugging of predictive algorithms of catamaran roll based on Large Deviation 

Theory.  

Physically it consists of Stewart platform and PC connected to microcontroller which 

drives motors (Fig. 2.2). At the same time there are two logical parts which allow to reproduce 

catamaran roll and to collect and to process data from the sensors.  

The first part is the Stewart platform that reproduces the movement of the ship deck 

disturbed by sea wave. The bottom part of platform is fixed and top part is movable. This 

version of Stewart platform uses rotated step motors and legs connecting bottom and top parts 

of the platform (details in [4]). Ball joints in the sole of the legs are a weakness of this 

construction because it leads to small rattling in motion. Noise is not visible by eyes but 

noticeable by sensor. To reduce this noise we use ballast weight on top surface. Motivation of 

use it is cheap cost and availability, simple control. The pitching trajectories are generated on 

the computer and converted into data for the microcontroller which controls platform motors. 
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Fig. 2.1.Test bench 

The second part (blocks “Sensor”, “Filter and Estimate”, “General computations”) is a 

prototype of device for reading the roll data and calculating probability estimates. Roll data 

(roll angle and velocity, pitch angle and velocity) are taken by a sensor mounted on the 

movable surface of platform and transmitted to the computer where calculations are made and 

displayed on the screen: current state of the vessel, estimates of the probability of large 

deviations. 

The blocks described above are modules of developed programs and perform certain tasks. 

All programs (unless otherwise written) are written in C++ in the Qt Creator and executed 

under the console environment. Console usage is convenient for creating a test bench user 

interface application.  

Block “Roll Generation”. The pitching trajectory generator is program designed to create 

trajectories of the catamaran that the platform will reproduce. The program started using 

command line parameters or a special configuration file. The parameters include initial state 

of the catamaran, seed-number for the random number generator, service flags. As a result the 

program creates a CSV-file containing in each line the time countdown and the current 

catamaran state: angle and velocity of roll, level of heave, angle and velocity of pitch. 

To generate trajectories we use 4-order Runge-Kutta integration method with a discrete 

step. The system of differential equations describing the catamaran under the influence of 

wind-wave disturbances discussed in Section 3.2. 

Block “Motor Calculation”. This block solves inverse kinematics problem and translates 

roll trajectory motion to the motors control signals of the Stewart platform. CSV file with 

trajectory from previous block is an input of the program (written in C#). Output of this block 

is CSV file with lines which contain the angles of platform motors. A special program 

implements the execution of platform movements [4]. 

Block “Filter and estimate”. This block performs data reading and restoring the state of 

catamaran. 3DOF-sensor (MPU6050) and microcontroller NUCLEO-F401RE are used for 

reading angles and their velocities. The values of the observable state vector are passed to the 

input of the filter and recovery module. Filtration and estimation of the full state vector is 

performed in accordance with the Section 3.3. The restored full state vector is saved to a file 

and passed into next block. 
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Fig. 2.2. Block diagram 

Block “General Computations”. This block implements the predictive algorithms which 

necessary for other research. Input of the block is full state estimates The resulting vector is a 

task-special data displayed and saved to a file. 

3. ALGORITHMS 

This section describes the mathematical model of the simulated catamaran and its control 

system aimed to reduce the amplitude of the roll and the angle of the roll; the mathematical 

description of the wind-wave disturbances acting on the catamaran, used in the generation of 

the trajectory of the catamaran and the estimation of state vector. 

3.1. Catamaran model 

The catamaran is a vessel with two identical symmetrical hulls connected by a deck [11]. To 

reduce pitching of the boat it have T-foil and thruster flaps, which create a forces (𝐹𝑇 and 𝐹𝐹 

respectively) and moments (𝑀𝑇 and 𝑀𝐹, respectively). The main dimensions of the catamaran 

are presented in Table 3.1, block diagram on Fig 3.1. 

Table 3.1 The catamaran dimensions 

Name Value 

Length, m 90 

Width, m 25.96 

Draught, m 2.6 

Displacement, t 734.54 

In general there is a relationship between all types of ship pitching in the motion model [7]. 

In this case we are interested in roll, pitch angles and heave of the catamaran. The space-state 

equations for the catamaran will be as follows: 

 {
�̇� = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵(𝑢 + 𝑤)
𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥

,  (3) 
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Fig. 3.1.Catamaran controller and signals 

where 𝑥 = [η̇, ζ̇, η, ζ, θ̇, θ] is state vector including heave velocity, pitch velocity, heave, 

pitch, roll velocity, roll; 𝑢 = [
𝐹𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹

𝑀𝑇 + 𝑀𝐹
] is control vector including forces and moments of 

actuators; 𝑤 = [
𝐹𝑤

𝑀𝑤
] is wind-wave disturbances including forces and moments acting on 

vessel hull; state and input matrices are: 

A =  

[
 
 
 
 
 
−0.9073 −25.1097 −14.1503 −17.4945 0.001 0
0.0514 −0.503 0.2442 −12.4 0.001 0

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

0.001 0.001 −0.01 −0.01 −5 −15
0 0 0 0 1 0 ]

 
 
 
 
 

, 

𝐵 =  

[
 
 
 
 
 

0.0082    0.0000083
 −0.00016    0.000017

    0   0
    0   0

    0.002   0.0000083
    0   0 ]

 
 
 
 
 

, 

and output matrix is 

𝐶 = [

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

]. 

For simulation and path generation matrix 𝐶  is identity matrix, but in real situation 

measuring a heave is very difficult task. 

We have actuators that will be controlled by feedback controller. In this article we use LQ-

regulator which will reduce pitching amplitudes. So matrices 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶  are suitable to make 

controller with feedback matrix 

𝐾 = [
59.3026 26.6427 18336.7 2006.9 −1807.6 −2950.1
−1.2133 2.5576 14.2237 −2.8566 2.1435 93.5241

] 

and control 𝑢 =  −𝐾𝑥. As a result we have a closed-loop system 

 {
�̇� = (𝐴 − 𝐵𝐾)𝑥 + 𝐵𝑤
𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥

. (4) 

Equation (4) is integrated via 4-order Runge-Kutta method with constant step size 0.01. 

Wind-wave disturbances 𝑤 is input of the system. 
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3.2. Wave-wind disturbances 

To describe sea-wind disturbances we use Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum in common form 

 𝑆(ω) =  8.1 ∙ 10−39.82 ∙ ω−5 ∙ exp (−0.74 ∙ 0.92 ∙ ω−4).   

Above numbers and parameters corresponds to sea state with 2.14 m significant wave height 

and 10 m/s wind velocity [5].  

Pitching of the catamaran arises as a result of the external forces and moments actions 

created by sea waves. The simulation of these forces and moments is obtained by using two 

transfer functions (see Fig. 3.2). Transfer functions are the linear approximations of the 

corresponding nonlinear relations (e.g. spectrum in Fig. 3.3). First, white noise is applied to 

the input of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum linear approximation block and then to the block 

of linear approximation of forces and moments. 

Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum linearized by 2-order transfer function [5] has form 

 𝐻𝑃𝑀(𝑠) =
𝐾ω𝑠

𝑠2+2λω0𝑠+ω0
2,   

where𝐾𝜔 = 2λω0σ  is amplifier constant, σ2 = max
0<ω<∞ 

𝑆(ω)  is wave disturbance intensity 

constant, σ  is damping factor, ω0  is dominating wave frequency. Damping factor 𝜎  is 

calculated using nonlinear least square method. 

 
Fig. 3.2.Sea-wind forces and moments generation 

 
Fig. 3.3. Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) spectrum (dashed) and linear approximation (solid) 

Block “Linear approximation of Forces and Moments” approximates “wave to force” 

function by constant 𝐾𝑓. It is tuned so that the amplitude of roll catamaran satisfies sea state 

statistics [5]. Resulting signal is an input 𝑤 to system (4). 

3.3. State estimation 

In this section we describe in short about filtering the data from sensor. To do this we use 

Kalman filter which performs data filtering and estimation of full state vector. Remind that 

from sensor we receive only roll, pitch and their velocities and we also need to know heave 

and heave velocity.  
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To programming filter we need to discretize object system (4) and made discrete version 

of Kalman filter so called “delayed estimator” [10]. Delayed estimator is very simple to 

programming, but it is enough to get sufficient quality: 

�̂�𝑛+1,𝑛 = (𝐴𝑒 − 𝐿𝑒𝐶𝑒)�̂�𝑛,𝑛+1 + [𝐵𝑒 − 𝐿𝑒𝐷𝑒 𝐿𝑒] ∙ [𝑂4,1 𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑤]𝑇,  

[
�̂�𝑛,𝑛−1

�̂�𝑛,𝑛−1
] = [

𝐶𝑒

𝐼6
] �̂�𝑛,𝑛−1 + [

𝐷𝑒 𝑂10,4

𝑂6,4 𝑂6,4
] ∙ [𝑂4,1 𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑤]𝑇, 

where�̂�𝑛,𝑛−1  is catamaran state estimate, �̂�𝑛,𝑛−1  is catamaran output estimate, 𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑤  is raw 

sensor data vector. Matrices 𝐴𝑒, 𝐵𝑒, 𝐿𝑒, 𝐷𝑒 are the following: 

𝐴𝑒 =

[
 
 
 
 
 

0.8770 −0.0091 −0.0762 −0.0119  0.0053  0.0244
 −1.0854 −0.0195 −0.7805 −0.1685 −0.0077  0.4085
  0.0067  0.0975  0.5590  0.0360 −0.0055  0.0040

 −0.1307 −0.7889 −5.9193 −0.0658 −0.0661 −0.0626
 0.0004 −0.0007  0.0075  0.0013  0.9390  0.0930
 0.0013  0.0231  0.0866  0.0200 −1.1861 0.8465]

 
 
 
 
 

, 

𝐵𝑒 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 

 0.0597  0.0857  0.0001  0.0003
−0.0674  0.5716  0.0026  0.0359
−0.0077 −0.0980 −0.0004 −0.0067

0.1209  0.7826  0.0026  0.0231
−0.0004  0.0007  0.0001  0.0003
 −0.0013 −0.0229 −0.0002  0.0004]

 
 
 
 
 

, 

𝐶𝑒 = [
[

𝐼2 02,4

02,4 𝐼2
]

𝐼6

],  𝐷𝑒 = 𝑂10,4, 

𝐿𝑒 =

[
 
 
 
 
 

 0.0597  0.0857  0.0001  0.0003
−0.0674  0.5716  0.0026  0.0359
−0.0077 −0.0980 −0.0004 −0.0067

0.1209  0.7826  0.0026  0.0231
−0.0004  0.0007  0.0001  0.0003
−0.0013 −0.0229 −0.0002  0.0004]

 
 
 
 
 

. 

Matrices above include 𝐼𝑛 that is identity matrix with size n x n; 𝑂𝑛,𝑚 is zero matrix with n 

rows and m columns; and computed via Kalman filter synthesis procedure with parameters 

𝑄 = 𝐸(𝑤𝑤𝑇) = 𝐼2 ∙ 107, 𝑅 = 𝐸(ζζ𝑇) = 𝐼4 ∙ 10−1,   

𝑁 = 𝐸(𝑤ζ𝑇) = 𝑂2,4, 

where ζ is measurement noise. 

4. RESULTS, EXPERIMENTS 

In this section we show several examples of test bench experiments. To make sure in quality 

of results we perform experiments in range of input parameters. Here some of them. 

All test bench experiments are configured for better compare and interpretation via natural 

parameters: wind velocity, relative bearing, initial state vector of catamaran and seed-number. 

Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 show examples where test bench filter outputs are compared with numeric 

simulation results. Raw data from sensors were scaled and filtered. The test bench reproduces 

catamaran roll with satisfactory quality for our applications. 

The initial state vector of catamaran is equal to zero in next examples.  
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Fig. 4.1.Errors in catamaran roll (top) and pitch (bottom) between simulated and  

experimental angles corresponding to a) wind 13.45 m/s, seed-number 11622;  

b) wind 13.23 m/s, seed-number 5; c) wind 12.96 m/s, seed-number 25 

a)  

b)  

c)  

Fig. 4.2.Test bench and Runge-Kutta outputs 

a) wind 13.45 m/s, seed-number 11622; b) wind 13.23 m/s, seed-number 5; 

c) wind 12.96 m/s, seed-number 25 
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Experiment data in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 have some rattling and noise influenced by ball joints 

in the sole of the legs connecting the bottom and the top parts of platform. Paths from these 

figures can be associated via indices “a”, “b”, “c”. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The algorithms for reproducing a catamaran roll on test bench are developed. For better 

interpretation of results inputs of algorithms have nature-like parameters: wind velocity, 

direction, catamaran initial state and other. Mathematical models of algorithms include the 

catamaran and sea-wave disturbances.  

Full state of catamaran is estimated by Kalman filter. To improve estimating one should 

use another filter, e.g. extended Kalman filter 

The test bench for reproducing a catamaran roll includes the Stewart platform, sensors, 

microcontrollers and PC. The top part of the platform moves like a catamaran deck and results 

of experiments are collected by sensors. Thus, it turns out to reproduce the same oscillations 

of the catamaran and to debug device prototypes that will be installed on the real vessel. 

Software for test bench has been developed based on these algorithms. It helps to create 

the trajectories of the catamaran deck roll, to filter data obtained from the sensors, and to 

estimate the full state vector of the catamaran.  

These developments can also be used in any other similar area where it is necessary to 

accurately reproduce the specified motion of the object, for example, any other vessels, 

submarines or aircraft. 
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